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david s collectibles sks parts and accessories - sks rifle accessories link to sks accessories link to bipods link to sks
slings sks accessories oil bottle chicom ak sks acc oiler1x3 oil bottle 3 pack issued with chinese ak and sks rifles,
mouseguns links to military surplus pistols and rifles - sks shooter s journal reviews the yugoslavian 59 66a1
mousegunner s sks page yugoslavian sks gallery sks factory code discussion sks vs ak discussion, david s collectibles ak
parts and accessories - detailed information kit includes leather style pouch oil bottle gas port cleaning tool brush cloths
and tube type cleaning tool kit and broken shell extractor, phone orders 602 448 6266 m f us machinegun - ak 47 chiappa
9mm and draco nak 9mm parts ak 47 barrel thread adapters bushings ak 47 century arms c39 c39 v2 ras47 pistol parts and
upgrades, a lot of military rifle stocks bob s gun shop sporter - a lot of military rifle stocks bob s gun shop sporter stocks
for military rifles military rifle stocks 30 carbine rifle stocks mi garand rifle stocks garand nutmeg and pepper laminated rifle
stocks springfirield military and sporter semi finish walnut rifle stocks enfield british sporter and military type rifle stocks krag
semi finish walnut stocks and forends for military and sporter, barska sks mount with integrated rail amazon com - i
ordered this mount knowing i would probably have to do some filing i was able to make it fit my chinese sks in about 10 min
with the mini file on my leatherman the easiest thing to do is just take little bits at a time of of the ears that are on the mount,
military rifles p s guns and militaria - ps3576 brazilian mauser 1908 rifle cal 7x57 mm made by dwm arsenal in berlin
matching except for cocking piece and trigger guard screws good to vg cond 795 00 can shipping, ak 47 parts accessories
ak 47 stocks grips for sale - get your favorite ak 47 accessories ak 47 stocks and ak 47 parts on sale we have ak 47
tactical stocks slings scope mount rail kits and muzzle breaks stripper clips ak rifle stock kits on sale, mauser rifles
carbines handbook skennerton riling - mauser rifles carbines handbook skennerton riling on amazon com free shipping
on qualifying offers ideal workshop reference for stripping assembly with exploded parts drawings specifications service
accessories, collectible foreign longarms catalog oldguns net - collectible foreign longarms post 1898 important
information about ordering firearms from us if you see a firearm that you want let us know and we will hold it for you, a few
reasons i like the kalashnikov better than the ar 15 - i ve written a lot about the ar 15 and m1 garand rifles and after a
time i will have written nearly as much about the em 2 m14 and fal one rifle though hasn t been the subject of very much of
my writing in part because reliable historical information on it is difficult to acquire in the english speaking world and in part
because my focus has so far been elsewhere, ak 47 kalashnikov information and pictures - mikhail timofeevich
kalashnikov and the ak 47 this web page presents information and photographs i have compiled and edited from various
sources, the ak 47 vs ak 74 - which do you prefer the ak 47 or the ak 74 do you know the difference given all the love for
the kalashnikov these days one thing that always baffles me is the confusion between the ak 47 and the ak 74 this
confusion is prevalent even among law enforcement professional and military members, miscellaneous nsn s
armyproperty com - miscellaneous nsn s this is a poorly organized list containing a large variety of military items about 1 2
of which have nsn s associated with them, wildgoose chase moto guzzi tips and tricks - cleaning tips washing tip from
mick breen here s a good one after washing your bike start up your garden leaf blowing machine if you have one and blow
away all the excess water from the bike especially from around all the switches and wiring
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